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STEEL FIBRE FOR HIGH 
PERFORMANCE 
SHOTCRETE






History of the use of Fibers as Reinforcement 
Fibers for Concrete Reinforcement
Practical Applications of fiber reinforced concrete 
Synthetic vs Steel 
Reinforcing the Future 3D, 4D and 5D lines of fibers 
Why we use shotcrete  
Testing 
Residual Strenght vs. Energie Absorption




HISTORY OF THE USE OF FIBERS AS 
REINFORCEMENT 
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early age shrinkage 
fire resistance 
6 to 12 mm long 
Macro polypropylene 
provides some ductile behavior
20 to 50 mm long 
Diameter 0.3 mm or less
Steel
provides high ductile behavior  
20 to 60 mm long
Collated or loose
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Plastic shrinkage reinforcement 
X
Anti-spalling aid at fire
X
Non load bearing reinforcement
Precast: Harding and transportation 
reinforcement 
Flooring: Temperature and shrinkage 
reinforcement
X X
Temporary lining (such as in mines)














 Shotecrete, Segmental lining
DRAMIX® 5D
 In-situ concrete 
For 3D & 4D the ductility comes from a controlled sliding of the fibre into the 
concrete matrix
*Comparison between a 3D –4D –5D with the same length and diameter
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WHY WE USE 
SHOTCRETE
Fast and efficient method 
of tunnel lining (Wet)
Replaces mesh in most 
cases 
Increases Safety 
Sprayed manually or 
robotically 
Wet & Dry process are 
possible 
Dry process suitable for 
repairs and small works 
Tunnel Riedberg (Turi) www.a9-
vs.ch/index.php?id=62<
Heading Face
A12 - Roppener Tunnel 
//eautobahn.de/html/meldungen_2010_-_2011.html
Emergency niche







DIFFERENT WAYS OF TESTING ARE NOT 
COMPARABLE
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WHICH TESTING METHOD FOR WHICH 
INFORMATION AND WHY
Extract from standard NF EN 14487-1 (Annex A): 
“The different ways of specifying the ductility of fibre reinforced sprayed concrete in 
terms of residual strength and energy absorption capacity are not directly 
comparable. 
The residual strength must be specified when the concrete characteristics are used 
in a structural design model. 
The energy absorption value measured on a plate with continuous support can be 
specified when, in the case of rock-bolting, emphasis is laid on energy which has to 
be absorbed during the deformation on the rock”.
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ENERGY ABSORPTION
Why the EN 14488-5 
Panel test or Norway 
Round plate on 
continuous support was 
proposed?
This test is 
simulating at a laboratory scale the structural behaviour of 
the system anchor bolt –sprayed concrete under flexural 
and shear load.
A shotcrete tunnelling behaves like a slab
The hyper static test conditions allow load redistribution
The test can be carried out with mesh reinforcement
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PRE–QUALIFICATION TEST : SPRAY PANEL 
ON JIB SITE ACCORDING TO EN 14488-5
80 J 400 J 800 J 1250 J
Concrete 20kg/m3 l/d=45 20kg/m3 l/d=65 40kg/m3 l/d=65
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SHOTCRETE 
DRAMIX 4D 65/35 BG
1’345 N/mm2




DRAMIX 3D 65/35 BG
1’850 N/mm2






















Test series from 30.10.2017
• 4D-Fiber, Dosage 26 kg/m3
Energie Absorption after 7 d: 1’350 J
Energie Absorption after 7 d: 1’160 J
Energie Absorption after 7 d: 1’140 J
Opination potential: Dosage Reduction to 17 kg/m3 Fibre
4D-Fiber is useful for high performance shotcrete  















Test series from 21.07.2017
Concrete C25/30 GK8
• 3D-Fiber, Dosage 35 kg/m3
Energie Absorption after 7 d: 832 J
Energie Absorption after 28 d: 561 J
(800J are not achieve)
• 4D-Fiber, Dosage 35 kg/m3
Energie Absorption after 7 d: 1’391 J
Energie Absorption after 28 d: 1’304 J 
(more than 800J)
Opination potential: Dosage Reduction to 20 kg/m3 Fibre
4D-Fiber is useful for high performance shotcrete  
They are able to reduce the dosage of 4D-Faser
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DRAMIX® MINIMIZES 
THE IMPACT ON THE 
ENVIRONMENT
Using less steel for the same strength 
compared to rebar
Using at least 20% recycled steel in the 
production process
Producing in ISO 14001 certified plants
Creating Green products
Allowing to build durable structures
Reduce energy consumption with Dramix® reinforced concrete.
total energy consumption per square meter for industrial floors
Industrial Floors comparison Rebar or mesh Dramix®
industrial floor industrial floor
Concrete  
Concrete Thickness (mm) 200 180
Energy consumption : GJ/m³ 2.89 2.89
Reinforcement
rebar distances 200/200 RC-80/60-BN fibre type
rebar diameter 12 x 12
single/double layer double 20 kg/m³
reinforcement kg/m² 21.312 3.6
Energy consumption : GJ/ton 22.5 22.8
Energy concrete per m² 0.58 0.52
Energy reinforcement per m² 0.48 0.08
Energy consumption (GJ/m²) 1.06 0.60
Reduction of Energy consumption 43%  
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DRAMIX® MINIMIZES 
THE IMPACT ON THE 
ENVIRONMENT
Dramix® minimizes the 
impact on the 
environment 









Reinforcement (kg/m³) 100 40
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